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Preamble



A Short Introduction

If the venerable

Nieuw Archief voor Wiskunde

has a special issue on Machine Learning and the 8000 tickets to
NIPS 2018 sold out in

11 minutes 38 seconds

i.e., faster than Burning Man(!), you can safely conclude:

Machine Learning is a hype

However, underneath the hype

I there is a beautiful research area

I with solid theoretical foundations
I and a plethora of applications

I both within computer science
I and in the wider world (known to machine learners as the real

world (I’m not sure what this says about computer science))
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Warning in Advance

I have way too many slides and

I many slides have way to much text

These slides, however,

I are more for me than they are for you

You could say that they are my safeguard

I against veering off into many interesting sidelines

I resulting in, perhaps interesting and entertaining, but
definitely incoherent rambling

Just sit back and listen

I and if you have any question, ask



What is Machine Learning?



Buzzword Confusion

Three current buzzwords are

AI, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning

and to the average journalist they are all the same

However

AI ) Machine Learning ) Deep Learning

Machine Learning is a subfield of AI

I there is lots of non-learning AI

and Deep Learning is a subfield of Machine Learning

I there is lots of non-deep (and/or non-neural) learning



Even More Confusion

There is even more source for confusion, because there are a
plethora of closely related, heavily overlapping, research
communities around

Machine Learning, Data Mining, Pattern Recognition, Sta-
tistical Learning Theory, Computational Learning, Compu-
tational Statistics, ...

If you apply their algorithms in your own research, don’t worry

I why would you care what the developer of your favourite
algorithms calls himself?

If you want to become a machine learner – i.e., develop your own
algorithms and publish in the ML literature –

I where are the papers you refer to published?



So, What is Machine Learning?

A.L. Samuel, IBM Journal of Research and Development, 3 (3):
210–229, 1959

The studies reported here have been concerned with the
programming of a digital computer to behave in a way
which, if done by human beings or animals, would be de-
scribed as involving the process of learning.

While this coined the term, it did not define it. The most well
known definition is probably

Tom Mitchell, Machine Learning, 1997,

A computer program is said to learn from experience E
with respect to some class of tasks T and performance
measure P if its performance at tasks in T , as measured
by P, improves with experience E



Experience

The experience E mentioned usually comes in the form of data

I usually, but not exclusively

In some cases, algorithms learn

I by rewards and/or punishments

If this is too anthropomorphic for you

I clearly its is data, what else, but data that pertains to the
performance rather than to the task.



Tasks

I supervised learning – predicting one or more dependent
variables; based on labelled data; like classification and
regression
I semi-supervised learning – not all data is labelled
I active learning – the algorithm has to ask for (usually costly)

labels with a limited budget

I unsupervised learning – looking for structure in data (no
labels); like clustering or pattern mining

I adversarial learning – the environment tries to deceive the
learner
I both supervised and unsupervised; think of spam filters or

malware detectors

I reinforcement learning – only feedback to the program’s
actions in a dynamic environment
I self driving cars, learning how to play a game, ...
I no feedback on individual actions, just win or lose



Performance Measures

How performance is measured depends very much on the task
I Classification and Reinforcement learning are different things,

so their performance measures have to differ
I although, one could learn classifiers by reinforcement learning

Often it depends on the specific application as well
I for medical tests, false positives are far less bad than false

negatives
I undergoing a second test to rule out that you have cancer is

less bad than missing that you have cancer.

Moreover, it may depend on ethical, moral, and/or legal
considerations.
I a classifier may have a higher accuracy while taking

characteristics such as race, religion, or gender into account
I often caused by a bias in the data rather than anything else

I but such models are simply unacceptable



An Alternative View

A, sometimes useful, alternative view on machine learning is that
the data D is a sample

I which you may get in one go, or slowly, or on request, or ..

I depending on the task

I and it may or may not be an i.i.d. sample

according to some probability distribution P and the goal is simply

to estimate P from D

Sometimes you are interested in
I for unsupervised learning

I all of P or just interesting parts of P
I for supervised learning

I a marginal like P(Y | X )



A Note on Data

The alternative view on machine learning makes the dependence
on Data very explicit and this data is
I hugely varied.

I the standard rectangular tables filled with numbers, of course,
still exist

I but we also have text, pictures, video, audio, click streams, ...

I often humongous
I 90% of the world’s data has been produced in the last 2 years
I we produce 2.5 quintillion (1018) bytes per day: per second

(July 13, 2016,Internet Live Stats)
I 731 Instagram photos uploaded
I 1,137 Tumblr posts made
I 2,195 Skype calls made
I 7,272 Tweets send
I 36,407 GB of Internet traffic
I 55,209 Google searches
I 126,689 YouTube videos viewed
I 2,506,086 Emails sent (including spam)



Moreover

The data may stream in at high velocity

I process it right away or it is gone forever

And it may be of varying veracity

I even without fake news, not all data is of equally high quality

But, this is a gentle introduction

I so we are going to ignore all these issues.



Two Examples



What is Machine Learning? Redux

The best way to understand Machine Learning is by simply doing
it.

I i.e., by discussing tasks and algorithms

The tasks we briefly discuss are

I Classification, a supervised task

I Frequent Item Set mining, an unsupervised task

In both cases we could go to

I deep theoretical results and dizzying heights of algorithmic
ingenuity

But, we keep it simple.



Classification

Classification is the problem to decide to which of several
subpopulations a (new) specimen belongs

I is this papaya tasty or not?

I does this traditional Dutch dish taste, well, traditional or does
it put the Italian cuisine to shame?

I is this a dagger I see before me?

In all cases, one tries to decide on a number of properties of the
individual

I known as attributes, features, variables, ...

to which class it belongs

I in the simplest case, individuals belong to exactly one class
and we only have to choose between two classes



Papayas

Suppose that you emigrate to southern Mexico, the original home
of the Papaya.

I and that you never encountered this wonderful fruit before

Since it is a staple of the local diet, you have to learn to buy the
good ones.

You often visit the local farmers market and you observe that their

I Colour ranges from dark green through orange and red to
deep brown

I Softness ranges from rock hard to mushy

by keeping track of the ones you buy and noting whether or not
you like them, you create your very own data set.



Classifying Papayas

Since the data set is small, you can simply eyeball it and you
notice that

I you never like dark green papayas

I the orange and red ones are invariably tasty

I the deep brown ones are very good, provided they are not
mushy (and you have never encountered them rock hard)

Congratulation, you have learned a rule based classifier.



A Simple Algorithm

To learn such a rule list,
I search for a one-feature condition that covers as many tasty

papayas and as few yucky ones as possible
I conditions like Colour = green

I Refine this rule with extra conditions
I until you have a good rule

I Remove all covered examples and start again

If Colour = orange Or red Then tasty
Else If Colour = deep brown And Softness 6= mushy Then tasty
Else yucky



On Rule Lists

Although rule lists are easy to find

I they are not necessarily easy to interpret

Because the condition of a rule implictly contains the

I the negation of all rules above it

Moreover, by aggressively going for the best rule first

I the next rules may become unnecessarily convoluted

It may be better to take a more balanced approach



A (more) balanced Algorithm

Given a data set with two classes
I look for that feature based split that maximizes the purity

across subgroups
I e.g., Colour = green yields two subgroups

I one with all green papayas
I one that holds all papayas that are not green

I do this recursively on all subgroups until satisfied

The purity can be measured in many ways, e.g.

I the Gini index (how unequal is your society)

I the entropy of the class distribution

and there are different ways to aggregate over the branches

The model you get is know as a

classification or decision tree



A Classification Tree



Posh Food Ltd
You own an upmarket supermarket chain, selling mindbogglingly
expensive food and drinks to customers with more money than
sense

I and you wonder how you can wring even more money out of
your customers

You think it might be a good idea to suggest items that go well
with what they already plan to buy.

I e.g., that a bottle of Krug Clos d’Ambonnay goes very well
with the Iranian Almas Beluga Caviar they just selected.

But, unfortunately, you are not as rich as your clientèle, so you
actually don’t know

I so, you decide to look for patterns in your data
I sets of items – also known as itemsets – that your customers

regularly buy together.

You decide to mine your data for all frequent itemsets

I all sets of items that have been bought more then θ times in
your chain.



Your First Idea

You collect all transactions over the past year in your chain

I there turn out to be millions of them, a fact that makes you
happy.

Since you only sell expensive stuff

I nothing below a thousand or so; you do sell potatoes, but only
”La Bonnotte”

you only have a few thousand different items for sale.

Since, you want to know which sets of items sell well,

I you decide to list simply all sets of items

I and check whether or not they were sold together θ times or
more.

And this is a terrible idea!

I as you discover when you break off the computation after a
week long run with precious few results so far.



Why is it Naive?
A set with n elements has 2n subsets

I 21000 ≈ 10301

The universe is about 14× 109 years old

I and a year has about 31 million seconds

A modern CPU runs at about 5Ghz = 5× 109 Hz

I which means that the universe is about
14× 109 × 31× 106 × 5× 109 = 2, 2× 1025 clockticks old

So, if your database fits into the CPU cache

I and you can check one itemset per clocktick

I and you can parallelise the computation perfectly

You would need

I 10301/(2, 2× 1025) ≈ 5× 10275 computers that have been
running in parallel since the big bang to finish about now!

The number of elementary particles in the observable universe is,
according to Wikipedia, about 1097

I excluding dark matter



A New Idea

Feeling disappointed, you idly query your database.

I how many customers bought your favourite combination?

I Wagyu beef with that beautiful white Italian truffle
accompanied by a bottle of Romanée-Conti Grand Cru

And to your surprise you find 0! You search for a reason

I plenty people buy Wagyu or white truffle or Romanée-Conti –
actually, they belong to your top sold items

I quite a few people buy Wagyu and Romanée-Conti and the
same holds for Wagyu and white truffle

I but no-one buys white truffle and Romanée-Conti
I those Philistines prefer a Chateau Pétrus with their truffle!

I on second thoughts: perhaps not a bad idea

Clearly you cannot buy Wagyu and white truffle and
Romanée-Conti more often

I than you buy white truffle and Romanée-Conti!



A Priori

With this idea in mind, you implement the A Priori algorithm

I simple levelwise search

I you only check sets of n elements for which all subsets of
n − 1 elements are frequent

After you finished your implementation

I you throw your data at it

I and a minute or so later you have all your frequent itemsets.

In principle, all subsets could be frequent

I and A Priori would be as useless as the naive idea

But, fortunately, people do not buy that many different items in
one transaction

I whatever you seem to observe on your weekly shopping run



Algorithms



The Ingredients

From the examples we discussed, you see that the ingredients of a
machine learning algorithm are:
I a representation

I how do your models look like?
I i.e., what is your model class?

I a scoring function
I how good is this model?
I how do these two models compare?

I An optimization strategy that gives you the best model
I sometimes the best model can actually be computed

item and sometimes all we have are heuristics

We will discuss all three briefly



Representation

Knowledge representation

I has a venerable tradition in AI

So, it should not come as a surprise that

I there is cornucopia of model classes

We have already encountered

rules, rule sets, classification trees and itemsets

which all have their roots in KR. However, there are also many
that do not

I one could argue that SVMs are given by their support vectors

I and a set of vectors is not a usual way to represent knowledge

I neither is a deep neural network

What model class to choose depends on many things



For Example, Classification

One way to approach classification is

I by characterizing the different classes as well as possible

I rules are a good example of this

The alternative is by

I learning the border between classes

I that is what SVMs do

Another question is
I comprehensibility

I trees are relatively easy to understand
I note that simple is not the same as comprehensible

I or possible accuracy
I NNs are universal approximators

The GDPR makes this a non-trivial choice



Scoring and Comprehensibility

I Mitchell 1980: we use the term bias to refer to any basis for
choosing one generalization over another, other than strict
consistency with the observed training instances
I and suggest a bias towards simplicity and generality

I Michalsky 1983: Inductive learning has a strong cognitive
science flavour

I Michie 1988:
I weak ML: a system that improves based on experience
I strong ML: a weak system that is in addition able to

“communicate its internal updates in explicit symbolic form.”
I ultra-strong ML: a strong system which is “operationally

effective” in that it increases the performance of its user
because she is able to understand the updates and their
consequences

I Piatetsky-Shapiro 1990’s: Knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) is concerned with finding understandable knowledge



Classification and Scoring

For classification scoring seems easy

I prefer the most accurate model

However life is never that simple

I scoring well on what you have seen doesn’t necessarily imply
scoring well on what you haven’t seen.

I one has to worry, e.g., about overfitting
I an overly complex model may seem to be good, while it isn’t

That is other terms next to accuracy

I such as a penalty term on model complexity

may play a role in our

objective function

In the end, it comes down to how do we want to solve the problem
of induction

I we’ll return to this topic shortly



Optimization

After we have chosen our representation and our scoring function
we are left with an optimization problem:

find the best scoring function

When our scoring function is convex

I we can compute the optimal model

When it is submodular

I we can approximate the best solution within a given factor

In other cases, well-known heuristics

I such as Stochastic Gradient Descent do very well

And in some cases,

I greedy search is about as well as we can do



Philosophy and Foundations



By Way of Introduction

A few slides back we already noted that Machine Learning is a
form of induction

I and, thus, suffers from the problem of induction

In this part of the talk we’ll discuss some of the ways ML tries to
battle this problem

I first we’ll discuss the problem itself and philosophical and
statistical solutions

I next we discuss how one can be reasonably sure that we have
a good classifier, introducing PAC learning

I then we discuss unsupervised learning. Introducing AIT and a
solution for frequent itemset mining



Philosophy and Foundations
Induction



The Problem of Induction

The OED defines induction (in the sense we use it) by

the process of inferring a general law or principle from the
observation of particular instances

in contrast with deduction where we (may) apply general laws to
specific instances.

For deduction, well, at least for, say, First Order Logic, we can
prove that it is sound

I if the premisses are true, so will be the conclusion

The question is if there is a similarly good procedure for induction,
i.e., (Stanford Encyclopaedia of Philosophy):

can we justify induction; to show that the truth of the
premise supported, if it did not entail, the truth of the
conclusion.?

This is known as The Problem of Induction



David Hume

Mid 18th century the philosopher David Hume argued

No! There is no justification for induction

There is no procedure that will always, guaranteed,

I give you the true general rule

Hume was actually more concerned with a more general induction
problem

I conformity betwixt the future and the past

how do we know that regularity we have observed in the past will
also be shown in the future?

I Will the sun also rise tomorrow?

According to Hume all justifications are circular:

I the inductive step was successful yesterday, so it will also work
today



Machine Learning’s Limited Inductive Problem

ML’s problem is that with a finite number of observations, many
hypotheses are consistent, which one to choose?

Given a finite number of data points

I there are infinitely many functions that go through them

If your adversary gives you a number of data points

I and you guess the general rule, and predict the next data point

your adversary has enough leeway to think of another, consistent
rule

I and generate a next data point that proves you wrong

no matter how many data points you have seen, and guesses you
have made, you’ll always give a wrong answer

So, ML’s limited induction problem doesn’t have a solution either.



Bummer!

Philosophers thought about this since at least the ancient Greeks
I Epicurus (300 BC) had the principle of multiple explanations

I discard no hypotheses that is consistent with the observations

I William of Ockham (1287 - 1347) had the principle of
simplicity
I Numquam ponenda est pluralitas sine necessitate (Plurality

must never be posited without necessity)
I the clue: discard all hypotheses except the simplest one that is

consistent.
I But, then? Which one is the simplest?

Other rational choices do not seem available and both Epicurus’s
and Ockham’s ideas are still very much alive, we’ll meet both
again– not necessarily in a form they would recognize



Model Families

We already noted that one way to view ML is as a way to model
the distribution the data has been sampled from. One way to do
this is by postulating

D ∼ f (~x | Θ)

That is we have a parametrised family of models
I we first estimate Θ based on the data

I e.g., by maximum likelihood
I usually involving some penalty function to prevent overfitting

I and then test whether the model is a good fit
I by analysing the residuals, testing the significance of

parameters and so on and so on

This is probably the best known method

I itself known as frequentist statistics

Notice Ockham here



Bayesian Statistics
Rather than choosing just one hypothesis
I i.e., a specific choice for Θ

We could, in line with Epicurus, also define

I a probability distribution over all possible hypotheses
I i.e., on Θ

And update that distribution
I whenever data becomes available
I every further experiment gives further insight by repeated

updates

The updates are done using the celebrated theorem of Reverend
Thomas Bayes

P(H | D) =
P(D | H)× P(H)

P(D)

If you want to make a prediction
I you either choose the (at that moment) most likely model
I or you average, i.e., compute the expectation



The Prior

To get this process started

I we need a probability distribution on Θ before we have seen
any data

This has led to (almost literal) wars between

I objectivists (frequentists) and subjectivists (Bayesians)

Fortunately, this unsavoury debate died down

I and most people simply use the technique that is most
appropriate to their problem

As far as the prior is concerned

I if you have no idea, use an uninformative one

I easy in finite cases (uniform) harder for infinite cases

I we’ll discuss a computational solution later



Foundations Done?

Both Frequentist and Bayesian Statistics seem to give solid
foundations to ML

I and, yes, they are used all over the place

However, they share a common weakness

I the (parameterised) model families

While one can argue for, e.g., the exponential family for a given
data source,

I it seems unlikely that, say, text follows one of the well-known
mathematical distributions

Next to this, there are many people who argue

I that we should be completely indifferent to the actual
distribution, the prediction is all that counts

I remember Chris Anderson’s the end of theory?

I don’t agree, but from point 1 alone, we do need more foundations



Philosophy and Foundations
Classification



Train and Test

The simplest way to assure yourself that you have a induced a
good classifier is by train and test

I split your data in a train and test set

I you induce your model from the train test

I and estimate its accuracy on the test set

If your model class has hyperparameters

I like the number of hidden units in a neural network

you should use an extra validation set

I which you use together with the test set to tune both the
parameters and the hyperparameters

And if you have multiple levels of hyperparameters

I e.g., if the number of hidden layers in your NN is also to be
determined

you need yet other extra independent data sets to tune



Cross Validation

Train and Test is very much a one off estimate. If you want insight
in the variance of your estimate you use

Cross Validation

For this you repeatedly split your data set

I in train and test sets

I or train, validation and test sets or ...

And you estimate your final accuracy multiple times

The resulting set of estimates

I tells you something about the difference between your
estimated accuracy and its “true” value

I i.e., its variance



Bootstrapping

The reason that these methods work is that they are derived from
the bootstrap

I you create a bootstrap sample from a data set D

I by sampling, with replacement, |D| elements from D

Creating, and using, such bootstrap samples gives you

I an empirical distribution of, e.g., your accuracy

which, in the limit, converges to the true distribution.

In other words, your estimate of the variance of your accuracy is a

I a good indicator of the quality of your estimate

I i.e., how well you may expect your classifier to be



How Big Should Your Sample Be?

The theorems we just alluded to are, as often,

I limit theorems

and we usually only have a finite data set and a finite amount of
time.

how do we know that are data set is big enough to trust
our results?

This question can be answered using Valiant’s

Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) Learning

and/or Vapnik’s (more general)

Statistical Learning Theory



Bad Samples

The start of these theories is remarkably simple:

I how big is the probability that a sample of a given size is bad?

I i.e., that that sample gives you an accuracy estimate that is
very far away from the true accuracy?

For a finite set of hypotheses (models) this is a straightforward
exercise in probability theory

I all the more if you assume that the true hypothesis is in your
finite set

I just use the union bound and Hoeffding’s inequality and you
are done

This insight led to the notion of PAC learning



PAC Learning

Vapnik and Chervonenkis (1971)

A hypothesis class H is agnostic PAC learnable with respect to a
set Z and a loss function l : Z ×H → R+ if there exists a function
mH : (0, 1)2 → N and a learning algorithm A with the following
property:

I for every ε, δ ∈ (0, 1)

I for every distribution D over Z

I when running A on m ≥ mH(ε, δ) i.i.d. samples generated by
D

I A returns a hypothesis h ∈ H such that with probability at
least 1− δ

LD(h) ≤ min
h′∈H

LD(h′) + ε



VC Dimension

Finite hypothesis sets can be PAC learned

I as we essentially argued before introducing PAC learning

Infinite hypothesis classes can also be PAC learned

I provided their VC dimension is finite

The VC dimension of a hypothesis class H is the size of the largest
set S

I such that H has a matching hypothesis for every 0/1
assignment on S

For example,

I the VC dimension of lines in the plane is 3.



The Fundamental Theorem

Let H be a hypothesis class of functions from a domain X to
{0, 1} with 0/1 loss. Then the following statements are equivalent

1. H has the uniform convergence property

2. Any ERM rule is a successful agnostic PAC learner for H (pick
any hypothesis with minimal error on the train set)

3. H is agnostic PAC learnable

4. H is PAC learnable

5. Any ERM rule is a successful PAC learner for H
6. H has a finite VC dimension d

The sample complexity is:

mH = O

(
d + log(1/δ)

ε2

)



More Classifiers
This theory gives us much more than just sample bounds, e.g., two
well-known classifiers:

I Support Vector Machines (SVM)

I AdaBoost

While the classifiers we discussed so far adhere to Ockham,
Adaboost is closer to Epicurus

I train your (small) tree

I make a bootstrap sample with a heigher weight for those
samples your classifier misclassified

I repeat until convergence

Classification is by weighted majority

Even closer to Epicurus are random forests

I a large collection of (small) trees

I learned on bootstrap samples of the data with random subsets
of features



Concluding Note

This, and other, foundational theories

I give us proven, optimal, algorithms

However, there is also a No Free Lunch Theorem

I there is no algorithm that will always result in the best
possible model

So, in practice

I one should play around with many algorithms

I and pick the one that performs best

Projects like the Automated Statistician

I aim to do this, and much more, for you



Philosophy and Foundations
Pattern Mining



Supervised vs Unsupervised Learning

A big difference between supervised and unsupervised learning is
that

I the former has dependent variable(s) while the latter doesn’t

This implies that whereas supervised learning problems admit
objective scoring schemes, e.g., based on accuracy

I this is not the case for unsupervised learning problems

For some people this has been enough reason to argue

I one should only perform unsupervised learning iff it is
embedded in a supervised task

For example,

I one clusters the data

I and on top of those clusters a classifier is learned

I the best clustering corresponds to the best classifier

But not everyone predicts.... Hence, we need another theory



Algorithmic Information Theory
Founded independently by

I Ray Solomonoff (1960)

I Andrey Kolmogorov (1965)

I Gregory Chaitin (1966)

In the words1 of Chaitin it is:

”the result of putting Shannon’s information theory and
Turing’s computability theory into a cocktail shaker and
shaking vigorously.”

It encompasses areas such as

I Algorithmic – Kolmogorov – Complexity,

I Algorithmic Probability and Universal Induction,

I and Algorithmic Randomness

For our purposes it is simply

learning by compression

1according to Wikipedia



The Data

The first basic premise is that all data can be encoded as a string
over some finite alphabet, usually this alphabet is taken to be
{0, 1}. Hence

the data is a (finite) string x ∈ {0, 1}∗

This is, perhaps, not a surprising observation for a computer
scientist, but it is rather different from the usual view on data,
e.g.,

I tables filled with numbers

I relational databases

I graphs

I libraries of texts

An algorithmic information theorist sees only finite strings of
symbols



The Model

The second basic premise is that a model is

I a program that outputs the data

This may seem surprising, but it isn’t.

I firstly notice that all models you have encountered upto now
are essentially programs

The deeper motivation is
I you probably model the data because you want to do

something with that model
I not necessarily prediction, perhaps just what-if style reasoning

I and since Turing we have the computable function as the
embodiment of effective computing
I the ultimate collection of things one can do.

That is, in the language of computer science,

A model of x is a Turing Machine that outputs x and then
halts



Universal Turing Machines

One of the remarkable facts Turing proved in his 1936 paper is

the existence of Universal Turing machines

A machine U that can emulate any other Turing machine

I given an input string that first specifies the intended TM and
then the intended input tape T for TM

I it computes the result TM would on T

While all of this was very surprising and new in 1936

I it is all completely standard now

You can think of

I the universal Turing machine as your favourite programming
language and a compiler for it

I identifying the designated Turing machines by a program in
that language



Kolmogorov Complexity

I fix some universal Turing machine U

I and model x relative to U.

The relative complexity of x with regard to U is defined as

KU(x) = min{l(p) | U(p) halts and U(p) = x}

That is, KU(x) is the length of a shortest program that outputs x
on U and halts.
Invariance Theorem:
Let U1 and U2 be two universal Turing machines, there exists a
constant cU1,U2 such that for all finite x ∈ {0, 1}∗:

KU1(x) ≤ KU2(x) + cU1,U2

Because the (relative) unimportance of the chosen universal Turing
machine, we simply write

K (x)

and talk about the Kolmogorov complexity of x .



What is The Model?

A shortest program that computes x is often denoted by x∗.

Given our discussion so far, it shouldn’t come as a surprise that

x∗ is the model of x

which nicely fits with Ockham’s razor

Note that there may be more programs with the same length, if so,
we simply choose the first in some arbitrary order.

The only downside is that

I K (x) is not computable, only upper semi-computable

Before we define our way around this

I we first briefly look at the Epicurus take on the theory



By Universal Induction

If you try to understand your environment
I you know you are well under way if you can predict what the

environment is going to do next
I this is actually rather important for survival

If you make a mistake

I you update your current “model” of the environment

Broadly speaking

I this is what Solomonoff aimed to formalize

The environment is a (continuous) bitstring

I and at each time-point you aim to predict which bit comes
next

So, slightly different from before

I your model produces x and keeps producing

I it produces x∗ (notice the difference with x∗)



Updating? That is Bayes
Updating a model? That is what we have Bayes theorem for.

I we have a probability distribution over all possible models

I get a new data point

I and update the distribution with this observation, using

P(H|O) =
P(O | H)× P(H)

P(O)

So, we have our observed string x
I and all programs that compute x (and more)

I technically: all minimal programs, removing any bits from the
end will cause it not to compute x any more

I a probability distribution on that set

I and we update that distribution with each new observation
using Bayes law

But, what distribution do we have?

I that depends on our prior distribution!



A Non-Informative Prior
If we start this process with a given distribution

I Bayesian updating will return a distribution every time

So, if we specify our very first distribution on the models

I we are all set to go

The question is what distribution do we take?

I it is a completely new environment

I we have observed nothing

I so everything is still possible

Hence, we should use a non-informative prior

I a prior distribution that assumes nothing about the
environment

An example of a non-informative prior

I is the principle of indifference

I in the finite case: use the uniform distribution, everything is
equally likely



Solomonoff’s Universal Prior

Since we want to predict x (or better, how it continues) we define
the prior directly for all strings:

M(x) =
∑

p:U(p)=x∗

2−|p|

Note that we are using Kraft’s inequality

I hence, it is a semi-measure (the sum ≤ 1 )

Choosing a non-informative prior, is not easy

I if you reparametrize your problem, the priors may suddenly
change!

Solomonoff’s prior does not suffer from these problems

I it has all the nice properties one could hope for

Moreover, it majorizes all other possibilities

I you could say: it assumes the least about the environment of
all.



From Solomonoff back to Kolmogorov

If you look at the expression

M(x) =
∑

p:U(p)=x∗

2−|p|

you should note that the highest contribution is

I by the shortest program

In fact

I if p1 is only 1 bit longer than p2
I its contribution is only half

In other words,

I the shortest program is the most important

Hence,

Kolmogorov’s choice for the shortest program is the most
sensible choice.



Programs as Models

Both Kolmogorov Complexity and Solomonoff Induction are not
computable, time to rethink:

An input string for your favourite UTM U consists – often – of two
parts.
I first a part that selects a certain Turing machine

I the program

I followed by a “random” part that lets that program generate
D

In such a case, the complexity consists of two parts.

I firstly the complexity of the model (the program)

I secondly the complexity of the data given that model (the
data encoded by the model)

This line of reasoning suggest another – related – induction
principle.



The Minimum Description Length Principle

Given a set of models H, the best model H ∈ H is the one that
minimizes

L(H) + L(D | H)

in which

I L(H) is the length, in bits, of the description of H, and

I L(D | H) is the length, in bits, of the description of the data
when encoded with H.

Note, this is two-part – or crude – MDL, refined MDL is beyond
our scope.

Time for an example, but



First a Confession

Computing all frequent itemsets is not going to solve your
recommendation problem

I if you set your threshold θ high, you will only find a few,
probably well-known, itemsets

I if you put you threshold low, the number of frequent itemsets
explodes

That is

I you’ll probably end up with (far) more frequent itemsets than
you have transactions in your database

Not an ideal situation for recommendations

I wait a moment, I’ll look through this few million sets to give
you a perfect recommendation.

We need to prune the set of results back

I to something much smaller, but still characteristic



Central Idea: The Code Table

To use MDL we need models, code tables turn sets of item sets
into models.

A code table CT is
I a two-column table

I lefthand-side: itemsets
I righthand-side: codes from a prefix code

I item sets and codes occur at most once

I If I and J both occur in CT, and I ⊂ J, J occurs before I

I All singleton item sets are present.



Coding and Decoding

To code a transaction t with CT
I we cover t with itemsets in CT

I pick the first I ∈ CT : I ⊆ t
I continue covering t \ I

I replace the itemsets in the cover by their code

To decode a coded transaction

I simply replace the codes (prefix!) by their itemsets

We’ll skip all other technicalities

I like the codes to use, etcetera

but I’ll give you the algorithm
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Characteristic?

Do the code tables Krimp induces characterise the data
distribution?

I The patterns are characteristic if, e.g.,
I Different distributions get different code tables
I Different code tables mean different distributions

I This is what classification is all about!



Classification with Krimp

Database
(n classes)

Split
per class
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Code table
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Note with Laplace correction!



Classification Example
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Concluding Remarks

Also for unsupervised problems there are theories

I that allow you insight in the quality of the models you induce

They do, not yet, give you all the assurances

I some of their counterparts give in you for some supervised
problems

But then again,

I the theory for supervised learning is far from finished either

And fortunately so,

I what else should I do when I dodge meetings



Applications in Computer
Science



Data Science

While I don’t believe in the end of theory,

I I do believe that the advent of big data, machine learning,
etcetera

I will change change all sciences profoundly

This is, to me, what Data Science is all bout

Of all sciences, I know Computer Science best

I hence I’ll illustrate this with some examples from computer
science

I am sure that you know examples in your own research area.



Image *

Image analysis and object recognition,

I in fact almost any computational task that involves images

have long tradition in computer science

I in fact, most originated in AI

I as these tasks involve intelligence if done by humans

And all of them achieved pretty impressive results

I using carefully crafted derived features, such as colour
histograms

I quite a few highly cited papers in those areas presented new,
very successful, ingenious features

And then all of that got blown away by

by deep (convolutional) neural networks



How Come?

Like successful human constructed features,

I these type of networks zoom in on local characteristics of
images

I and subsequent layers “construct” ever more involved features

In other words,

I the algorithms simply out-constructed their human
counterparts

While having impressive performance

I the results tend to be rather brittle

Much of this has to de with the set of images the net is trained on.



From Panda to Gibbon

note that the panda may very well carry some nematodes



Text

It is estimated that 80% - 90% of the world’s data

I is unstructured

and that is primarily text

That is, much of data processing is actually text processing

I and that doesn’t even include the fact that my laptop is
primarily used as a glorified typewriter

One CS field in which this is certainly true is

I Information Retrieval

How does Google find the pages you are after?



Information Retrieval

There are approximately a zillion pages on the web

I new ones are continuously created

I and old, abandoned, ones cling to life by a few forgotten
remaining links

Information Retrieval

I is the problem of presenting you with the most relevant pages
whenever you type in a question

I i.e., pages that with high probability contain the answer to
your question

To do this, your search engine needs to know

I what a page (and your question) is actually about
I and how authoritative that page is

I authoritative pages are deemed more probably correct



Authority

How authoritative a webpage is is usually determined by the link
structure of the web graph

I more specifically, by the incoming and outgoing links

The intuition is

I if many people link to you, you have probably something
worthwhile to say

I a bit like citation analysis

The best known ranker is PageRank, in its simplest form:

PR(u) =
∑
v∈Bu

PR(v)

L(v)

I Bu is the set of pages that link to u

I L(v) is the number of outgoing links of v



Bag of Words

With Authority solved,

I how do we determine what a webpage is about?

I Because your computer doesn’t really understand text

Since text is made up of words, the simplest idea is to see a
webpage as a

I a bag of words

That is we simply see it, e.g. as a

I set of (word, multiplicity) pairs

The similarity between two webpages can, e.g., be determined by
(the size of) their intersection

{(wi ,m1,i )}i∈I ∩ (wi ,m2,i )}i∈I = {(wi ,min{m1,i ,m2,i})}i∈I



Word Vectors

The (size) of the intersection seems a bit arbitrary

I if only because this means that the size of documents plays a
role

Now, note that with
min{m1,i ,m2,i}

we implicitly assume that all documents have the same words

I with mi = 0 if wi does not occur in a document

But that means that we can also view the document as a vector:

I each word is a dimension in some high dimensional space

I and a document is simply a vector in that space

Similarity between documents d1 and d2 can be computed by

cos(d1, d2)



How About Synonyms and Homonyms?

Such a vector representation would be wonderful

I for languages created by computer scientists

For, in such worlds

I there would be exactly one word for any concept

I and those words would be unambiguous

Unfortunately, natural languages tend to be messy

I synonyms: plethora and cornucopia mean more or less the
same

I homonyms: mouse as an animal and mouse as a computer
peripheral are completely different beasts

The way to solve it is to model words themselves as vectors, based
on the slogan (J.R. Firth)

you shall know a word by the company it keeps



Towards Word Embeddings

The first step to do this

I is to determine a context for a word w in a document

Usually this is taken to be a

I fixed size window around w

I say, from m words before w occurs to m words after,
excluding w itself, of course

Again we can count over our document collection

I and create a vector of counts for each word

For example (Repplinger, NAW)

Animal Large Small USB

mouse 8 2 4 3
elephant 9 5 1 0

car 1 4 3 0



A Major Issue

Having a vector representation again, we can, again, compute
similarities between words,

I similarities between words using the cosine

However, there may be words that occur in contexts that actually
don’t say much about that word,

I e.g., the word “the”

And such words may make words look similar

I while they are not similar at all

I the fact that two words are a noun doesn’t make them similar

One way to solve this would be to create a list

I of words that should not be taken into account

But this is ad hoc and subjective. A better solution is to

I to replace the counts in the vector with the probability that
the target word occurs given that we see the context word



Word2vec skip-gram model

Try to predict words in the context of the center (target) word.

The likelihood-function is:

L(θ) =
T∏
t=1

 ∏
−m ≤ j ≤ m

j 6=0

p(wt+j | wt ; θ)


The negative log-likelihood is given by:

`(θ) = −
T∑
t=1

 ∑
−m ≤ j ≤ m

j 6=0

log p(wt+j | wt ; θ)





Word2vec skip-gram model -2

In the model there is only one probability for each (outside word,
center word) pair o, c :

p(o | c) =
exp(u>o vc)∑V

w=1 exp(u>w vc)

Note that this is the softmax function

Words with similar word vectors (as measured by their dot
product) are more likely to appear in each other’s context.

Computing all probabilities and parameters can be done

I by stochastic gradient descent directly

I or model it using a neural network

Google’s Word2vec uses the latter approach



Does This Work?

Some well-known examples from the literature are:

I vKing − vMale + vFemale ≈ vQueen

I vGreece − vAthens + vBerlin ≈ vGermany

It is not prefect

I unexplainable snafu’s exist

But it is remarkable how much

I ML can help a computer to “understand” text

Note that ML is used far more widely in IR than this single
example

I however discussing more would certainly push me over my
time limit.



Concluding Remarks

Data Science in general and ML in particular

I is changing the way Science is done in a major way

It plays a major role in new fields like

I Bioinformatics

I Digital Humanities

I think this is a change for the good, but it is a sobering thought
to remember that this is actually not that new

I when I was a maths student at this venerable university

I late 70’s early 80’s
I theologians were among the biggest users of ACCU

I their jobs were always high on the list, while I was waiting for
the printout of my newest syntax errors



Real World Applications



The Real World
One of the major reasons ML research is large and develops quickly
is because of a

profusion of applications

All big IT companies

I Google, Microsoft, Apple, Amazon, Netflix...

have large and prolific ML research groups

But perhaps even more machine learners work

I in industry, from ASML to Unilever to Shell

I in the financial sector (all banks and insurance companies I
am aware of)

I for governmental agencies (like the tax office)

I in the service sector, the entertainment sector, retail, ...

I for large and small consultancy firms

all using ML to solve business problems.



Too Big To Survey

Rather than trying to give you an overview of all applications

I an endeavour that is doomed to fail anyway

I’ll briefly discuss two problems that have found many applications,
viz.,
I recommender systems

I Amazon wants to sell you more stuff
I Netflix wants to keep you a happy viewer
I Youtube and Facebook want to keep you on their site because

more time = more ads = more money

I Subgroup Discovery aka Bump Hunting
I what are my best customers?
I what customers are my biggest risk?
I whom should I target for my shiny new product?



Recommender Systems

We already encountered recommender systems when you were the
owner of Posh Food Ltd

I what other ridiculously expensive other items could you tempt
your customers to buy?

The basic approach is on similarity

I on items, the more clients buy A and B, the more A and B
resemble each other

I on clients, the more items are bought by both X and Y , the
more similar X and Y are

I on both

It is a nearest neighbours type approach

I If I want to recommend you a movie
I I pick one that is

I similar to movies you liked
I and liked by people that are similar to you.



The More You Know, The Better

Clearly, whether or not you like a movie

I does not only depend on the other movies you have seen

It will also depend on

I your demographics

I your level of education and the type of job you have

I the type of books you read

Hence, all companies try to find out as much about you as possible

I when you sign up
I from your home address, your work address

I where is the stuff delivered
I your credit card address

I and all information that can be bought that relates to this
I the average price of a house in your area is x
I the median salary in that area is y



Networks are the Rage

But, perhaps, the biggest influencers are your friends

I friends tend to like similar things, that is how they became
friends

I not that this is always true, some of my best friends read
science fiction which I think is silly, I prefer literary fiction

Hence, they all want to know your social network

I the biggest reason Google started Google+ and Hangouts and
other failed attempts

That is the reason sites like Booking

I offers me a discount if I refer a friend
I or makes it easy to let my friends know what I booked

I as if they would care

The million dollar question is

I how do you integrate all these types of information into one
superior recommender?



Evaluating Recommender Systems

In a laboratory setting, a new recommender system is often tested
by

I randomly deleting one item customers bought

I predicting a new item for those customers

I and checking whether or not the deleted item is in the top k
of items you predicted

Clearly this is far from an ideal test,

I perhaps they would have liked your top 1 recommendation
even more

Hence, the only real evaluation is by A/B testing

I use your old recommender for part of the population and the
new one for the rest

I see which part is the happiest.



Subgroup Discovery

The goal is:

I find subgroups of the data in which the distribution of the
target variable differs significantly from the one for the rest of
the population

I with one dependent variable this usually means: has a
significantly larger percentage of the target class
I e.g., a larger percentage of insured persons who used a tree as

their brake

I such a subgroup represents a risk profile for the insurance
company

Variants with multiple dependent variables are known as

I exceptional model mining

The subgroups are usually represented by rules



Weighted Relative Accuracy
The dependent (or target) variable is usually binary

I either you parked your car against a tree or you didn’t

Hence it might seem a good idea to use the accuracy of the rule

R → T = 1

as your performance measure

However,

I this would favour rules that describe only small subsets of the
data

For that reason Weighted Relative Accuracy is often used:

WRACC (R) = P(R)(P(T | R)− P(T ))

where

I P(R) is the relative size of the group while
I (P(T | R)− P(T )) is the improvement by R



Greedy Search

One common way to find subgroups is by greedy search

I just as the rule discovery for classification

That is,

I we start with that a (one attribute) condition that improves
WRACC most

I and we continue refining our rule with extra conditions as long
as WRACC continues to improve

And just as with rule

I when we have found a subgroup

I we remove all tupels covered by that rule and start again



Peeling

A subgroup can be seen as a box in feature space

{V1,1, . . . ,V1,n1} × · · · × {Vk,1, . . . ,Vk,nk}

In which the Vi ,j is one of the values attribute Ai can take
So, another way to find subgroups is by

I peeling sides of this box to improve WRACC

For example, by replacing

{V1,1, . . . ,V1,n1}

by
{V1,2, . . . ,V1,n1}

in the expression above. As with greedy search we continue as long
as we can improve WRACC



Concluding Remarks

Applications of ML

I often raise interesting algorithmic

I and even methodological problems

All the more interesting since

I many such problems have many applications

I one good solution solves many real world problems

Unfortunately,

I not all such problems can be studied in an academic context

I since their evaluation can only be done in an application
setting



Conclusions



Final Thoughts

Machine Learning is a field of research
I in which deep theoretical results go hand in hand with

practical applications
I unfortunately getting funding for the latter is much easier than

for the former

I in which algorithm development goes hand in hand with crafty
engineering
I scaling up to large amounts of data is far from trivial

I which is far broader and deeper than I could showcase here

I do hope I have convinced you

I that it is a wonderful area to work in

I and that it may help you in your own research


